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We have traveled down this path

before!

By Sifu Tony Massengill

History has a way of repeating itself. If

you read some of the writings of the

Samurai warriors of Japan, during the

time of the change from the feudal

era to the modern era you will see

some of the same sentiment

expressed by them as you hear from

the “Reality Based” instructors of

today.

The Samurai were warriors who

literally lived and died by the sword. When the commoners (non

training in Kendo, the samurai did not like

each other with three - foot long razor blades with one goal in mind…the death of the

man standing before them

three possible outcomes:

1. I kill you

2. You kill me

3. We kill each other

In two out of the three….I die. This is why Miyamoto Musashi, J

and author of the classic “A BOOK FO FIVE RINGS”

www.efficientwarrior.com)

death.” When one entered into this kind of encounter, they had to have already

acknowledged their own death as an acceptable outcome in order to have any

chance of survival. If they were too inte

fighting too defensively to be able to

fight to win…not just fight to “not lose”.

In contrast, in Kendo the two “Competitors” face one another with split bamb

while wearing protective armor. The worst outcome will be a welt on the skin and a

bruise on the ego. Even the technical aspects are different. A blade cuts by drawing it

across the surface of the intended target. The bamboo sword is a straight s

real blade, and the emphasis is on

with a real blade.
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In much the same way, real street violence is very different from sport. Even the popular

“Mixed-Martial Art” events are a far cry from “Real” street defense. Just as in the

example of the true Samurai methods compared to Kendo, the differences range from

technical to psychological.

On the technical side, in these sports, ground fighting seems to be extremely effective.

The ground in the sporting arena is much different than the ground in a street

confrontation. The padded mat is not the street. There is no broken glass, or gravel to

fall and roll around in. The fighters are not permitted to bite, gouge the eyes or pull a

folding knife from their pocket and carve the opponent up like a Thanksgiving turkey.

In the ring salvation from getting hurt can come by the bell signaling the end of the

round, tapping out, the corner throwing in the towel or

the referee stopping the fight.

On the street the only salvation is winning the fight. The

mind set is totally different.

In a sport you know

 When the fight will take place

 Where the fight will take place

 Who you are going to fight

 The rules under which the fight will occur

In a sport you have time to prepare, and to study your

opponent. You can make sure you are in the best physical condition, you have plenty

of rest, and you have eaten properly for optimal performance. If you are injured, you

can postpone the fight to a later date.

In the street, you have none of these advantages in your favor. You have to always be

keenly aware of your surroundings. The attack can come from anywhere at any time.

You could be at the ATM, in line at a fast food joint, or even in bed asleep. The attack

can come from one or multiple attackers and they could be armed or unarmed.

Mentally you have to be prepared to escalate your response from simple evasion to

possibly having to kill the opponent in the most dire circumstances.

As a modern warrior – martial artist, you must think and train differently from the modern

“Martial Sportsman or Martial Hobbyist”. This is what I would like for everyone to spend

a little time meditating on this month.

It may do everyone some good to do a little reading of some of the warriors of the past

like Miyamoto Musashi, and see the mind set of these “Real World” martial artist.



Developing The ON & OFF Switch

I was rather shocked

recently to read where

a very prominent

martial artist, and

someone that I have

always respected,

made the statement

that there is no such

thing as killer instinct.

Just about any well

trained fighter knows of

the existence of killer

instinct. It is killer instinct

that gives you that extra

edge in a fight situation,

that extra burst of

adrenaline that you

need to explode into an

opponent and

obliterate them!

I also once heard a rather passive individual say that they have no killer

instinct. Everyone has killer instinct.

people. This passive person might have to be threatened to within an inch of

their life, or maybe someone that they care strongly for is about to be hurt badly

for it to manifest, but yes, they do have it.

One question that I have often been asked is how do you bring out the killer

instinct? How do you cultivate it so that it

how can you develop the ability to turn it on and off when needed?

really no set method for training it, but I know that your mindset has a lot to do

with it, as well as the intensity with which you train

training is the single most important aspect of developing killer instinct.

As far as the mental aspect, or mindset, is concerned, that is the area that

you really have to gain control over to apply killer instinc

experiment. Stand before your heavy bag or something like a

Arts BOB dummy. In your head, plan a certain sequence of moves, consisting of

anywhere from three to six strikes.

sequence. Feel the techniques and how your body mechanics aid in the

movements. Develop smooth, flowing strikes moving from one right into the next

without hesitation. As you feel the flow more, start to gradually add speed until
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you are going through the sequence pretty fast and hitting the selected targets

with power and accuracy.

OK, now, back away for a few moments.

on the exact locations that you are going to strike.

that has happened or something that would really make you angry if it were to

happen. Visualize this thing happening.

you is the cause of this terrible thing happening.

inside you. When you can’t hold back anymore, explode forward into the target

using the exact sequence that you just planned out, imagining that you are

ruthlessly taking out the person who caused your anger.

left of your target? If it were a live pe

survived that savage onslaught.

instinct in action! Train to create that feeling at will, then switch it on and off

whenever you want/need to.

In Hardcore Jeet Kune

and killer instinct. This is necessary to keep you from going too far in a conflict.

Killer instinct is the “on” switch.

that we spend much t

springarms, focus gloves, kicking shield and heavy bag.

without having to worry about having to injure your training partner.

enables you to work on developing control of tha

Of course, in today’s violent world,

when many are just looking for a free

handout or a way to sue someone, you

really have to be careful how you react

to certain situations! Always be sure to

keep in mind that every situation does

not warrant the use of killer instinct.

about it like this;

(1) Is my life, or the life of someone that I

love in danger?

(2) If the answer is yes, can I (or we) walk

away and escape the danger or do I have to stay and confront the opponent?

(3) If confrontation is imminent, what do I need to do in order to solve this

problem and end the danger to myself or loved one?

(4) How badly to I need to hurt this person in order for the situation to be

resolved?

(5) GO TO WORK! End it and go home sa

may be, as I have always been fond of saying, it is always better to be tried by

twelve than carried by six!

ugh the sequence pretty fast and hitting the selected targets

with power and accuracy.

OK, now, back away for a few moments. Look at your target intently. Focus

on the exact locations that you are going to strike. Now, think of something bad

s happened or something that would really make you angry if it were to

Visualize this thing happening. Now, imagine that the target in front of

you is the cause of this terrible thing happening. Allow this feeling to well up

u can’t hold back anymore, explode forward into the target

using the exact sequence that you just planned out, imagining that you are

ruthlessly taking out the person who caused your anger. Now, is there anything

If it were a live person, they probably would not have

survived that savage onslaught. That is what you are looking for.

Train to create that feeling at will, then switch it on and off

whenever you want/need to.

Jeet Kune Do, the practitioner trains to develop both self control

This is necessary to keep you from going too far in a conflict.

Killer instinct is the “on” switch. Self control is the “off” switch. This is one reason

that we spend much time training with equipment such as the mook jong,

springarms, focus gloves, kicking shield and heavy bag. You can go all out

without having to worry about having to injure your training partner.

enables you to work on developing control of that on/off switch.

Of course, in today’s violent world,

when many are just looking for a free

handout or a way to sue someone, you

really have to be careful how you react
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keep in mind that every situation does

not warrant the use of killer instinct. I think

(1) Is my life, or the life of someone that I

(2) If the answer is yes, can I (or we) walk

away and escape the danger or do I have to stay and confront the opponent?

(3) If confrontation is imminent, what do I need to do in order to solve this

problem and end the danger to myself or loved one?

(4) How badly to I need to hurt this person in order for the situation to be

End it and go home safe! Regardless of what the outcome

may be, as I have always been fond of saying, it is always better to be tried by

twelve than carried by six!
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This Month’s Product Specials

Cane Pro Level 1 DVD
Cane Pro is the Walking Stick Self-Protection program
designed for practical combat..Not Show!
This DVD covers the level 1 instructor requirements of the
CanePro system.

Ready Positions / Footwork / Defense / Thrust / Strikes /
Target Acquisition / Applications

$27.95 +$5.00 S&H
Visit: www.CanePro.us.com



Know Yourself
Kris Rhodes

Miyamoto Musashi said, when you understand
yourself and you understand your enemy you cannot
be defeated. Musashi knew that by knowing your
enemy you could develop ways of neutralizing his
strengths and using your enemies weaknesses to your
advantage. For example, if Musashi knew an enemy
did not like to wait and he would become angry if his
opponent was not prompt. Musashi would make his enemy wait an extended
period of time. Then after his enemy not calm and unprepared but angry
Musashi would show himself and fight. Musashi knew this was the best time to
fight because his enemy was so angry that he would not be able to fight well.
This example, is an illustration of Musashi knowing his enemy but the enemy not
knowing himself. In today’s modern world it may be difficult to always know
your enemy but it is possible to know yourself. In order, to do this you need only
ask yourself three questions and answer them honestly: First, what is my level of
training and combat readiness? Secondly, what am I willing to do? Finally,
when am I willing to do it?
The first question; What is my level of training and combat readiness? Is very
important and probably the most difficult to answer honestly because your ego
can take over and you may believe you are better than what you are. In order,
to answer this you should be honest about several aspects of training. First, do
you train in martial arts or are you just a big strong person? Second, if you train
martial arts do you train an art based on combat or is your art based solely on
sport. Third, have you devoted the training time necessary to your art so that
you may use it effectively in combat or do you go to a class that lasts 1.5 hours
twice a week and you never train outside of class? Lastly, have you ever been
involved in combat or at least put under significant stress in full contact sparring
or is your combat experience from light sparring and talking about combat?
Honestly answering these questions will give you a good assessment of your
training and your combat readiness.

The second question, what are you willing to do, addresses the mental aspects
of combat. Whether empty hand or with weapons it is important you are able
to honestly answer this question. The best example involving empty hands I can
think of is the eye gouge. By eye gouge I do not mean merely scrapping an
eye or an eye flick but I am referring to driving a finger or a thumb deep into an
opponent’s eye socket or pressing on the eye ball until it ruptures. Are you
psychologically capable of doing this to another person? The answer is
important because unlike hitting, kicking or breaking a joint you will permanently
maim your opponent and feel their pain. The same can be said of cutting your



opponent with a knife. When you cut someone you will become bloody and
feel the persons pain because it is up-close and personal. Honestly answering
this question allows you to plan your response to certain attacks in combat
accordingly. There is no shame or cowardice in answering, no I will not do that
to a person but it is very shameful and cowardly to lie to yourself saying you
would do that and when the time comes to defend yourself or another you
cannot.

The third question, when are you willing to do it? This question refers to the
situations that you will fight and what level of force you are willing to use. In
addition, to your own personal beliefs you have to consider criminal and civil
law to answer this question. For example, when are you legally able to defend
yourself with physical force and are there any restrictions on this force. Further, is
it possible that you could be sued for your actions. In Virginia at a basic level
you are allowed to defend yourself with a level of force equal to that being
used by the attacker. Deadly force may be used when you are in fear for your
life or another’s. Remember, when it comes to the law there are no definite
rules regarding what is legal; what a small woman can legally to do to a large
man maybe different for a trained martial artist defending themselves against
the same man may do. Further, in today’s world you can sue anyone over
anything. Therefore, it is possible that the thug who pulled a knife on you and
threatened to kill you sues you because you broke his arm severely and he
cannot work. It is important to know and to have already considered these
variables before becoming involved in a combat situation because then you
will not be thinking about the consequences of your action. Instead you will
have a clear mind that allows you to defend yourself.

Knowing yourself is a mental aspect of combat that separates great fighters
from good. The questions above address issues of skill, psychology, and
variables of action but knowing yourself involves much more. Knowing yourself
involves being aware of your own personal weaknesses and strengths. Once
you are able to honestly answer these questions having a calm clear mind in
combat begins to get easier. Remember, there is no shame or cowardice in
answering, no I will not do that to a person or I have this weakness but it is very
shameful and cowardly to lie to yourself saying you would do X or you have no
weaknesses and when the time comes to defend yourself or another you
cannot.

Kris Rhodes is 20 veteran of the martial arts focusing on
the Internal Martial Arts of Hsing-I and Pa Kua. He is currently
the Co-Founder and Senior Instructor of Contemporary
Weapons System teaching in Richmond, Va. If you would like
to contact Kris for information about private lessons or
seminars e-mail him at Kris.Rhodes@verizon.net



From 0 to 60 in 2 Seconds

By Pablo Ramos

What comes to mind when we think of a survival situation? Maybe, we start to

imagine ourselves in some deserted island, looking for water, food and shelter.

But, what if that deserted island is right down your street, at the nearest dark

alley….you probably just came from the movies with your love interest or find

yourself carrying a couple of bags of groceries for tonight’s dinner.

Alone and when your mind finds itself completely unaware, relaxed and full of

every thought but the fact that in a few minutes you will be fighting for your loved

ones or your life can be one of the most important moments to have your head in

the right place. It is no surprise why most crooks are successful in their attempts,

when to start with; their mind is ready, aware and has a well thought out plan of

action. On the other hand, the usual citizen finds itself engulfed in the daily worries

of life, far removed from the mindful mindset that should be a part of every

warrior’s way of carrying him/herself at all times.

So then, how can we handle life’s load and always be in a state of alert or what

I call “Practical Awareness” at ALL times. The answer lies in the fact that much

like we learn other habits in order to become safely functional in our environment,

modern times call for us to develop ways to keep ourselves and our loved ones safe

from harm when whether we like to accept it or not, we step into the concrete

arena. Let’s talk then about the steps required to achieve such goal:



Observe: Learn to REALLY look at your surroundings. Be on the lookout for

anything out of the norm

 a single person oddly standing or seating in a car, near an entrance or exit

area where people are forced to go through

 a group of people blocking ANY area where you are planning to go through

 Any area that lends itself to allow someone to hide

Recognize: React to any hint that signals there is a possible weapon involved or

there are hazardous materials, manmade or natural that can cause you any harm if

you needed to escape

Relax: Yes, RELAX! Do not panic, that is the worst thing you can do when you

recognize your life or your loved ones are in danger. This is the time to keep a cool

head and recruit all of your assets, mental and physical in order to come out alive

and well. Just be aware of the potential for danger but do not let nerves get a hold

of your best chances for success.

Plan: Quickly compose a strategy whether you decided to defend yourself or run

like hell! Make sure it is a simple, logical and practical plan of action of what you

would do in a worst case scenario; this is not the time to act like Jackie Chan or

neither be a victim.

Act: Once the mind is right and your plan of action is in place, like the commercial

says: JUST DO IT! Do not play around or doubt yourself, immediate action is

paramount if you want to come out alive. Remember the other person has already

put him/herself in the right frame of mind in order to hurt you or rob you of your

hard earned money. Therefore, go for it and do what you have to do.

Remember, it is very important that your technical self defense skills are up to

part but all that is useless if your mind is not in the right place. Stay focused, aware

and keep a warrior’s mindset at all times.

Shihan Ramos can be reached at: sawpuertorico@gmail.com



The Warriors’ Way
Real Fitness and Strength for

Modern Day Warriors

Warriors spend much of their lifetime preparing for war. We spend so much time preparing for
war many of us forget all true warriors only want peace. We train the body and to an
extraordinary level for years on end in order to be the very best we can be. However in developing
these skills our goal is never to use them against people. We use the Warriors’ Way as an avenue
to develop many skills important in life. Skills like respect, honor, humility, honesty, bravery,
tenacity, dedication, appreciation for life, community, determination and discipline are keys to
any successful study of the martial arts. But when we get right down to it the most important
thing to focus on as a warrior is the physical training itself.

As the founder of Aikdo, Morihei Ueshiba, once famously
said, “Progress comes to those who train and train;
reliance on secret techniques will get you nowhere…The
purpose of training is to tighten up the slack, toughen the
body, and polish the spirit…”

To get where you want to go in life you must have a plan.
For warriors, our plan should always begin with training
hard; not only training hard but smart too. You’ve got to
work constantly on getting better at what you're not good
at. So many only want to stay in their comfort zone and
never really challenge themselves.

Never underestimate the importance of mastering the
basics. Professionals like Michael Jordan, Georges St.
Pierre, BJ Penn and Bruce Lee all know how important
mastery of the basics is.

Many students want to simply accumulate technique after technique. They simply want to put a
fancy new tool in their bag. It takes many hundreds of repetitions to create a neurological
pathway in the where the movement becomes second nature. We must drive and drill until our
movements become “action, without action.”

For many drilling the basics is boring. To them this serves little purpose and they are often
uncomfortable sticking with mastery of the fundamentals.

We are warriors.

We need to get comfortable with the uncomfortable.

As warriors we must understand the fact that all martial arts cover three distinct areas - the
mental, physical and the technical. Since each are worthy of their own article, and since I’m the
Efficient Warrior Alliance official fitness guy we are only going to focus on the physical demands
of being a Warrior.

The physical arena is a complex one. There are many methods of training but since we train for
the reality of combat in the cage and in the real world I always coach using Jim Cawley’s 10
General Physical Fitness Skills.



1. Cardiovascular/Respiratory Endurance - The ability of body systems to gather, process, and
deliver oxygen.
2. Stamina - The ability of body systems to process, deliver, store, and utilize energy.
3. Strength - The ability of a muscular unit, or combination of muscular units, to apply force.
4. Flexibility - the ability to maximize the range of motion at a given joint.
5. Power - The ability of a muscular unit, or combination of muscular units, to apply maximum
force in minimum time.
6. Speed - The ability to minimize the time cycle of a repeated movement.
7. Coordination - The ability to combine several distinct movement patterns into a singular
distinct movement.
8. Agility - The ability to minimize transition time from one movement pattern to another.
9. Balance - The ability to control the placement of your center of gravity in relation to its support
base.
10. Accuracy - The ability to control movement in a given direction or at a given intensity

We get everyone to achieve their goals by following nearly the same path. We train everyone with
constantly varied, functional movements performed at high intensity. For all of our martial artists
we also include punching, kicking and grappling too but that’s more “sports specific training”
that’s dealt with during the technical side of training.

For example, a Wing Chun fighter won’t devote any time to throwing hook punches but a boxer
certainly will. Everyone needs strength and strength endurance so we are sure to include a
sufficient dose of metabolic conditioning (aka cardio) in almost every session.

We will often do a relatively short and intense workout and then go right into the technical side of
the class. We do this to ensure the students are sufficiently fatigued and then have the ability
regroup and focus on punches, kicks and other various types of attacks coming their way.

Life is constantly about the unknown and the unknowable so you better be ready.

We always change workouts and vary the types of attacks. However, with these many variations
we maintain the same basic and highly focused approach in learning how to deal with them.

Like I mentioned at the beginning of the article we don’t overload students with a bunch of fancy
nonsense.

We teach them basic techniques that are
fundamentally sound and work against a myriad
of attacks. As Bruce Lee once said, “No fancy
movements...I fear not the man who has
practiced 10,000 kicks once, but I fear the man
who has practiced one kick 10,000 times.”

Since you can’t be too sure where the battle will
be, except for knowing if it’ll be in a cage or
somewhere in the streets, you must be ready for
as many different situations as possible.



We do all these things for two reasons to either win the competition or protect the life of you
and/or your loved ones on the street in case of a violent attack.

Recently talking to and training with 6 Time World
Champion, 2 Time Abu Dhabi Combat Club
Champion Saulo Ribeiro he told me the main things
you have to do to be the best are:

1) train hard
2) focus on the basics all the time
3) be yourself
4) surround yourself with good people
5) be unselfish,
6) care…and that’s it.”

In the Art of War Sun Tzu wrote, “The good fighters of
old first put themselves beyond the possibility of defeat,
and then waited for an opportunity of defeating the
enemy.

To secure ourselves against defeat lies in our own
hands, but the opportunity of defeating the enemy is
provided by the enemy himself. Thus the good fighter
is able to secure himself against defeat, but cannot
make certain of defeating the enemy.”

Here you can see how focusing on the basics is of the
utmost importance. You must be sure everything you
can do to prepare for any battle is followed to the letter
so that when it comes time for the fight you do not
defeat yourself.

A good example here is mixed martial arts (mma). Say
a fighter is preparing for a fight and is always drilling
the basics. He’s being smart and covering all the
technical bases of Thai Boxing, Brazilian Jiu Jitsu,

wrestling and so on. But if he never works on conditioning there is no way he can win and he’s
given his opponent a way to defeat him right away.

Always secure yourself against defeat by training the basics, listening to your coach(es) and
training hard and smart.



Remember we are all supposed to be enjoying this ride we call life. We shouldn’t always be
looking longingly to the future wishing we were somewhere else other than where you are right
here, right now. To do so is to show arrogance and lack of appreciation for who you are and where
you are on your own individual journey.

Studying martial arts is much more than just learning to kick, punch and grapple. It’s about many
important life lessons you cannot gain anywhere else. Lessons learned with fellow students are
one of drive, dedication, determination and discipline. You learn to be peaceful, strong, honorable,
tenacious, brave and humble.

Don’t sacrifice these lessons in a vain attempt for temporary satisfaction of your ego. There is so
much you control that most folks never even consider. But as George Bernard Shaw once said,
“Liberty means responsibility. That is why most men dread it.”

And finally guys live your life knowing, “A warrior is always engaged in a life-and-death struggle
for Peace.” ~ Morihei Ueshiba

Lead the Way!

Matt Shannon is a strength,
conditioning and martial arts
coach in Williamsburg, VA.

If you'd like more information
about old school, hardcore
strength training you can email
Matt at matt@crossfit1776.com
or at http://CrossFit1776.com.



UNDERSTANDING THE LEGAL ASPECTS

I’ve often told my students that
“You can win the battle and lose
the war.” By this I mean that
can successfully defend yourself
against a violent attack and still
be subject to criminal
or civil litigation. As unfortunate a
fact as it may be, the litigious
society we live in often punishes
the defender with as much vigor
as the offender. As I’m also fond
of saying “Every miss is a lawsuit.”
This is the world we live in and i
we plan to stay free in this world, w
educating ourselves
consequences of our ignorance.
for our safety and the safety of our loved ones, the doctrine of self
defense as a legal concept becomes extremely important.

What is self defense? Self defense, defined legally, is a
individual might use in the aftermath of violence
avoid prosecution. As such, self defense is reactionary. You cannot plan
to declare self defense because
the ability to claim your actions were defensive
defense involves several
change from region to region, these aspects remain basically constant
matter where you happen to find yourself
guide a prosecutor or juror might
case.

- Provocation: The first thing any juror asks in a case involving self defense
is usually “Who started it?” If you are the one who provoked or escalated
the situation into violence, the odds of a successful self defense claim
fell to between impossible and
defense successfully, you must be able to show that you were actually
defending yourself or someone else and did not instigate
possible, you always want to
situation away from violence until you had no choice but to resort to force.
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- Possibility of Retreat: We used to talk about a “duty to retreat”. At one
time, the laws of the land stated that if you were able to safely do so, you
had a duty to attempt to leave the scene of a confrontation before it
became violent in order to claim self defense. With the advent of
carjacking, many states began to change their laws to do away with this
rather optimistic legal concept. However, one of the big questions a jury
or prosecutor is going to ask is “Why didn’t you just leave?” Portraying
yourself as a highly trained expert fighter in search of an excuse to
pummel some thug into the ground will result in a quick trip to the
slammer. You want a jury to see you as a guy who was minding his own
business when he was forced into a situation that left no option other than
defensive violence. “I tried to leave but he wouldn’t let me” or “I didn’t
leave because I was afraid to turn my back on my attacker” is a much
better answer than “I wanted to teach that punk a lesson”.

- Viable and Eminent Danger: This is the one element that gets debated
more than any other and can be summarized by the question “Did you
truly believe that you were in danger? To prove that you acted in self
defense, your attacker must demonstrate three things: ability, intent and
opportunity. Ability means that your attacker must have the power to do
you grievous bodily harm. Intent means that your attacker intends to use
that power while opportunity means that your attacker intends to use that
power immediately. These three elements form a tripod that does not
stand up without all three fundamental aspects. A person who calls you
on the phone and threatens to burn your home down with you in it
certainly possesses the intent and possibly the ability to do you harm but
lacks the opportunity. A ninety year old lady who hits you with a rolled up
newspaper might possess the intent and opportunity but lacks the ability
to cause you grievous harm. A guy standing next to you holding a
baseball bat certainly possesses the ability and opportunity to do you
harm but if he’s wearing a coach’s cap and is surrounded by little
leaguers, he probably does not intend any ill will towards anyone. To
successfully claim self defense, a reasonable person must believe that the
threat defended against posed both a viable and eminent danger.

- Dirty Hands: For the purposes of this discussion, the doctrine of dirty
hands states that in order to successfully claim self defense, you have to
have a good reason to be doing whatever it was you were doing when
you were attacked. To say that you were attempting to buy narcotics or
breaking into a private residence when you were attacked will probably
nullify your chances of claiming self defense. This doctrine gets really
murky when the defender calls the police. The defender who claims self
defense is taking responsibility for their own safety. By calling the police,
you give up some of that responsibility and with it the ability to claim that



your actions were defensive. If you call the police to report a prowler on
your property then grab your goose gun and go looking for the creep,
you have not only put yourself in a position where the cops could
justifiably shoot you upon arrival but you have just crossed the line
between offense and defense. If you were to be involved in a shooting at
this point, your hands would no longer be clean and any claims of self
defense would be questionable at best.

- Mutual Combat: Mutual combat is a legal term that describes the
situation that occurs when one party agrees to fight another. By agreeing
to fight someone, you have just given up your chance to claim self
defense. As oversimplified as it sounds, self defense must be defensive in
nature. Agreeing to fight throws the defense part of the equation right
out the window. Agreeing to fight means meeting your attacker halfway
and that is not what you want a jury to hear. You want a jury to hear that
you did everything you could to avoid violence but your attacker left you
no other choice.

- Excessive Force: This is the one that really gets people in trouble. From
Bernie Goetz to Rodney King, tales of excessive force have a nasty habit
of becoming front page news. A simple way to avoid becoming the next
demonized bit of media fodder is to realize exactly what excessive force is
and avoid it at all costs. The way the law looks at it, a defender is allowed
to use as much force as necessary to make their attacker stop attacking;
any force used beyond this point is considered excessive. The term lethal
force is used to describe any force that a reasonable person would
consider deadly under normal circumstances. Lethal force can only be
justified legally when it is reasonably believed that the only way to stop
the attack in question is to kill the perpetrator of that attack. In other
words, shooting someone for punching you in the mouth, beating a
person after rendering them unconscious or shooting at a fleeing attacker
are all considered examples of excessive force. If that wasn’t enough,
many states have within their statutes a clause that permits an unarmed
person to be charged with assault with a deadly weapon if they
continually attack a person who is unable to defend themselves. In such
cases, the fists, feet or floor become deadly weapons. Excessive force will
typically render any self defense claim moot. The best way to avoid a
charge of excessive force is to stop when your attacker stops. Once an
attacker has been incapacitated, make tracks.

The warrior who is familiar with the ways of the legal system should never
have reason to fear it. If you understand something, then you should be
able to simplify it. When asked to simplify the legal aspects of self
defense, my answer is always the same. You are always on defense.



Once you cross the line from defense to offense, you have given up your
right to claim self defense.
never have reason to fear the legal system.

Dave Prosch is an apprentice instructor in Jeet Kune Do under Sifu
instructor specializing in the defensive use of firearms and a freelance writer based in Birmingham,
Alabama. A former paralegal, he has worked throughout the private investigation/security industry. He is
the Birmingham Self Defense writer for Examiner.com and can be reached at
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